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End of last lecture shaved equivalent definition of

correlated equilibria based on switching functions

Def o is a correlated equilibrium it for all

it k and for all 8 S Si

g
Cill ECC si sail

Supfegret Back to online learning letting

Ian if opt is best action sequence in hindsight can't
compete

If ORT is best single action in hindsight can compete

no regret algorithms

What about other nations between these stronger

than best single action weaker than best sequence



Intuition what if in hindsight every time we played

a ve instead played b every time we played

b instead played c etc

Def The swap regret of a sequence of action

a a al at with respect to switching function
actin FA Aonline
learning

is

5 18 Éclat Ect at
til

Note Rica St s for sext a txeA

So if low swap regret tf then low regret ta

but not necessarily vice versa

Def Let A be an online learning algorithm Then its

expected swap regret with respect to f S 4 is

ELI 81 ETE Citta E 1,6 8611



Def A has no swap regret if ELS j old as Tex

for all 8 A A

Re do no regret 7 CE proof to show no swap regret CE

A algorithm used by player i

p't distribution mixed strategy used by player i at time t

generated by ti

Ot p xp's x xp't protect distribution over S generated

by players at time t

o f Eyot time averaged distribution

The Suppose ELSE 81 EE tittle KS L 4
Then o is an E approximate correlated equilibrium

E Citi E Eolcils i shill te

tieck V8 its



PI Let it Ck 8 I S

Define at a fo fill in
learningIst Tgame cast

aEptlct all fork s

lo

Cill foll s insist

t É falcils II forfeits i skill
def of o

T E E atlatl I É I Cathscat detox
t

f stiff def of swap regret
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Backtoonlinelfing can we build a no swap regret

algorithm

Iden don't start from scratch use no regret algorithms

Thel Blum Mansour If there is a no regret algorithm

then there is a no swap regret algorithm

Black box reduction

Pfskett
A Cn

Mi Mi Mn no regret algorithms

could be different instantiations of same alg

Receive distributing at qt qt from

MiMay n Mh iii

receive ct from adversary

Give Mj vector ptl et



Time averaged expected cent of algorithm

I É Entail ici

Time averaged expected c it if we switched using

switching function S A A

I É Ii ptcilctcsc.tl

to want to prove old as TDs

from perspective of M

no regret with respect to any fixed action in particularfl

But using perceived cost vectors not real ones

more formally

I E E a isptcilici I ftp.tlilctcsc Eric still
toll

Mi's perceived cost if
Mi's perceived expected

always played gl OFF
for MW



Sum over all je Ca

I E E E athlete chit f It I ptcilctcslillsf.gr still
o l

EOC
Second term

So just want first term IO want

tIiII itcietcnicil tiE.E ricin

Let's try to set it to make this true

want E at i etc pt i fist

New type of math to use Markov Chains

Markov chain with

states A Cal

transition probability from it 9 i

19tCi 1



Since finite Markov Chain exists stationary distribution

pti É a.tl ptl
Done
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